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Abstract. We investigate an extension of a lazy functional logic language, which uses term disequations both in programs and in computed
answers. The semantic properties of the language are derived from the
fact that it can be viewed as an instance of the CFLP (X )-scheme proposed in [Lo92] for constraint functional logic programming. In particular, the operational semantics for CFLP (X ) { so called lazy constrained
narrowing { is a computation mechanism parameterized by a constraint
solver over the underlying domain. We de ne a constraint solver for our
language, whose properties ensure completeness. As a further step towards implementation, we present an executable Prolog speci cation of
the operational semantics, which has been implemented on top of a Prolog system. Experimental results have shown good performance.

1 Introduction
Many approaches to the integration of functional and logic programming (FLP)
(see [Ha94] for a survey) use conditional term rewriting systems as programs, and
narrowing as goal solving mechanism. In particular, so called (lazy) functional
logic languages use (lazy) narrowing [Re85] as operational semantics. Narrowing
is able to solve goals by producing answer substitutions { which can be seen as
sets of equations X = t { , thus having the drawback of obtaining an in nite
number of solutions in some cases where the use of some negative information
could reduce the set of solutions to a nite size. For instance, the disequation
X 6= Y cannot be replaced by any equivalent and nite set of equations. Hence, to
incorporate disequality constraints to a narrowing-based language substantially
increases the expressivity of programs and answers.
In [KLMR92] a lazy functional logic language enhanced with disequality constraints is presented, and an implementation is proposed by means of an abstract
machine, based on an operational semantics which combines lazy narrowing and
disequality constraint solving. There is no claim of completeness, because no
declarative semantics is given for the language.
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The idea of complementing uni cation { regarded as equation solving over
some tree domain{ with disequations as constraints appears from the very beginning [Co82, Co84] in the works about PROLOG II, which is now accepted
as the rst constraint logic programming (CLP) language. After that, Ja ar and
Lassez proposed [JL86, JL87] the CLP(X) scheme as a framework for constraint
logic programming (for a recent survey on CLP see [JM94]). CLP languages using symbolic equations and disequations may pro t from deep theoretical work
on uni cation and disuni cation (see [JK92, Co92] for surveys).
In [Lo92] a scheme { CFLP(X) { for constraint functional logic languages
is proposed, playing a similar role with respect to FLP to that of the scheme
CLP(X) with respect to LP. It is shown in this work how, in particular, LP,FLP
and any instance of CLP(X), can be realized as instances of CFLP(X).
In this paper we present the language SFL6= (Simple Functional Logic language with disequations), which is essentially equivalent to that in [KLMR92].
Programs are conditional rewrite rules with equations and disequations as conditions. We show how to realize the language as an instance of the CFLP(X)
scheme, thus inheriting its semantic properties. We present also some improvements of the scheme, allowing us to obtain for our language a clear and proved
complete operational semantics. Proofs of the new results about CFLP(X), and
of their applicability to SFL6= , can be found in [Lo94].
In a further step towards implementation, we give a Prolog-like speci cation
of the operational semantics, close to that presented in [LLR93] for specifying
lazy narrowing strategies. The speci cation converts into a real executable Prolog implementation by a careful design of the representation of expressions and
constraints.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Sec. 2 we describe the language
SFL6= . Sec. 3 is devoted to summarize the CFLP(X) scheme and to overview
the improvements with respect to the presentation in [Lo92]. In Sec. 4 we realize SFL6= as an instance of the scheme, and propose a constraint solver to be
combined with lazy narrowing. Sec. 5 and 6 cover the speci cation and implementation issues. In Sec. 7 we further discuss related work.

2 The language SF L=
6

We assume
S a rst order signature hCS; i with the ranked alphabet
CS =S n2IN CS n of constructor symbols and the disjoint ranked alphabet
 = n2IN n of de ned function symbols. Given a countably in nite set of
variables X; Y; Z : : : 2 Var , we build terms s; t : : : 2 Term (using only variables
and constructors) and expressions e; l; r : : : 2 Exp (using variables, constructors
and function symbols). For function symbols f 2 n we consider de ning rules,
which must be left linear conditional equations of the form
f(t1 ; : : :; tn) = e ( l1 == r1; : : :; lm == rm ; l10 ===r10 ; : : :; ls0 === rs0
where ti 2 Term , e; li ; ri; li0 ; ri0 2 Exp . Operationally, such equations will be used
as conditional rewrite rules. The sign `==' in conditions stands for strict equal-

ity, meaning that a condition li == ri must be satis ed by narrowing li ; ri into
uni able terms. The sign ` ===' in conditions stands for disequality, meaning

that a condition li === ri must be satis ed by narrowing li ; ri to a sucient
extent for detecting a disagreement of constructor symbols at the same position.
An SFL6= -program is any nite set of de ning rules obeying certain natural
conditions which ensure the functionality of de nitions; see [GHR92]. Goals for
SFL6= -programs are systems of strict equations and disequations of the form

( l1 == r1; : : :; lm == rm ; l10 ===r10 ; : : :; ls0 === rs0
to be solved by a combination of narrowing and constraint solving.
As an example, let CS 0 = ftrue ; false ; 0; [ ]g, CS 1 = fsg, CS 2 = f[:j:]g and
1
 = fsizeg, 2 = fmemberg.
A legal SFL-program is given by the following de ning rules:
member(X; [ ])
= false:
(mb1 )
member(X; [Y j Y s]) = true
( X == Y: (mb2 )
member(X; [Y j Y s]) = member(X; Y s) ( X === Y: (mb2 )
size([ ])
= 0:
(sz1 )
size([X j Xs]) = size(Xs) ( member(X; Xs) == true: (sz2 )
size([X j Xs]) = s(size(Xs)) ( member(X; Xs) == false: (sz3 )
A simple goal for this example is ( size([X; Y ]) == N, for which we expect
X == Y; N == s(0) and X === Y; N == s(s(0)) as computed answers.

3 The CF LP (X ) Scheme: A Summary
We assume a given base signature  = F [ , where F and  are sets of symbols
(with xed arities) for primitive functions and primitive predicates respectively.
The signature , together with a numerable set of variables V , determine as
usual the syntactic domains TF (V ); B;F (V ) of terms (or primitive expressions)
and atoms (or primitive atomic constraints). Primitive constraints ' 2 CON 
are conjunctions of primitive atomic constraints, possibly with some of their
variables existentially quanti ed.
A  -constraint structure R is a triple h(D; vD ); ff R gf 2F ; fpRgp2 i, where
(D; vD ) is a Scott domain, and for each f 2 F n (p 2  n resp.), f R : Dn ! D
(pR : Dn ! ftrue; ?boolg resp.) is a continuous function ( in the sense of
domain theory). To consider Scott domains [Sc82] as carriers is natural, since
we are looking for languages with the ability of computing with in nite objects
de ned as limits of nite approximations. In each instance of the scheme, a xed
signature and structure are given, and references to them will be omitted in
many cases.
A valuation 2 VAL is an application : V ! D. Every valuation can
be extended to TF (V ) and B;F (V ). If ' 2 CON  is a quanti er free constraint
and (b) = true for each component b of ', we say that satis es ', and write

j= '. We say that satis es 9U' if there is 0 which satis es ' and coincides

with over V

U.

Programs will be sets of de ning rules for a new set  of de ned (or non
primitive) functions. With  the syntactic domains are enlarged to TF [ (V ) (expressions), B;F [ (V ) (atoms) and CON  [ (constraints). Notice that atoms

in constraints 2 CON  [ are built with primitive predicates and arguments
possibly with non primitive subexpressions. Every f 2  is de ned through a
non empty set of constrained conditional rewrite rules of the form
right hand side
}| ' {
z
f(X
(
e
1 ; : : :; Xn ) = |{z}
|{z}
| {z }
head

body

constraint

where X1 ,...,Xn are distinct variables, e 2 TF [ (V ) and ' 2 CON  [ (and
can be omitted if ' = true). Note that non primitive expressions may appear in
the rhs of a rule.
An interpretation I 2 INT assigns to each f 2 n a continuous function
I
f : Dn ! D. Given I 2 INT , every valuation can be extended to TF [ (V )
and B;F [ (V ). We write [ e]]I for the value of e under and I, and j=I '
for indicating that satis es ' 2 CON  [ in I.
There is a natural notion of model of rules and programs, for which it can be
proved that every semantically non ambiguous program P has a least model IP ;
see [Lo92, Lo94].
We account next for the operational semantics. A goal is simply a constraint
' 2 CON  [ . A solution for a goal ' is a valuation such that j=IP '.
We say that a goal ' is semantically nished wrt if is a solution of j ' j.
By j ' j, the shell of ', we mean the result of replacing in ' all the outermost
subexpressions of the form f(e1 ; : : :; em ) by ?. We use the word `semantically'
because ' may still contain non primitive subexpressions { so in a `syntactical'
sense we have not yet nished the evaluation of de ned functions { but their
values are irrelevant to the fact that is a solution of the goal.
In the following, by [']u and '[u e] we mean the subexpression of ' at
position u, and the replacement in ' of [']u by e, respectively.
The computation mechanism proposed in [Lo92] for solving goals consists of
a single rule, specifying the one-step constrained narrowing relation:
' ;n 9Y ('[u e] [ ) if
(i) [']u = f(e1 ; : : :; en ), with f 2 , for some position u in '
(ii) f(X1 ; : : :; Xn ) = e ( is a variant (with fresh variables X [ Y ) of a rule
(iii)  is the substitution fXi ei g.
Syntactically, this notion just expresses a rewrite step; we call it `narrowing'
because the space of solutions is possibly `narrowed' by means of the added
constraint of the rule. With the above de nition, constrained narrowing {
although sound (see [Lo92]) and even complete, as a corollary of the results
below { is a very unrestricted computation rule, since at each step we may
choose among di erent positions u and rules R. In general, we can only expect
don't know indeterminism for the rules, but it is desirable to have don't care

indeterminism for the positions, and this is not true for unrestricted narrowing.
In [Lo92] an abstract notion of demanded positions (with respect to a given
solution ) is introduced, so that if we restrict narrowing steps to be performed
in those positions, don't care indeterminism wrt the positions is achieved, while
preserving completeness, as stated in Theorem 1 below. A computation is called
lazy (wrt ) if all its steps are performed in demanded positions (wrt ).
We have the following completeness results ([Lo92], also [Lo94]).

Theorem1. (Completeness of lazy constrained narrowing) Let be a solution

of '. Then, for any position u in ' which is demanded wrt , there is a lazy
computation ';n , starting at position u, such that is also a solution of
and is semantically nished wrt .

Lazy constrained narrowing is not enough as computation mechanism, if we
want to design real programming languages as instances of the scheme. Some of
the obvious shortcomings are:
{ Constrained narrowing is simply rewriting. No notion of constraint solving
and simpli cation mechanism is considered, and hence computed answers
would consist of an unreadable mess of constraints.
{ Furthermore, the notion of nished computation is semantic (it refers to
a particular solution, and nished goals may contain non primitive parts).
When solving a goal in practice, no solution is known in advance, and we
would expect to obtain as answers a (possibly in nite) collection of primitive
constraints in some kind of solved form.
As an improvement of the scheme (proofs are omitted; the interested reader
is referred to [Lo94]), we postulate the existence, over the base structure, of a
constraint solving mechanism, formalized through a one step constraint solving
relation ' ;cs among (possibly non primitive) constraints '; 2 CON  [.
We require of ;cs to satisfy the following properties 2:
{ Soundness: For any ; I, if ' ;cs and j=I then j=I '.
{ Completeness: For any ; I, if ' is ;cs-reducible and j=I ' then ' ;cs
and j=I , for some .
{ Termination: There is no in nite chain of ;cs-reductions.
{ Laziness: If ' 2 CON [ is non primitive and j ' j is satis able, then ' is
;cs-reducible.
If we consider now ;ncs=;n [ ;cs as our improved operational semantics,
we can prove (see [Lo94]) the following completeness result.

Theorem2. (Completeness of lazy constrained narrowing, improved version)
Let be a solution of '. Then there exist a lazy computation ';ncs such
that is a primitive ;cs-irreducible constraint, and is also a solution of .
2

As our results will refer to successful computations, we do not consider in this general
setting failure rules for detecting unsatis able constraints. For practical purposes, we
will introduce them in the next section, where this general framework is to be applied
to our language.

4 SF L= as an instance of CF LP (X )
6

Given a set CS of constructor symbols, SFL6= -programs can be realized as
programs over the following instance CFLP(IHCS ) of our scheme (we de ne
the structure, the signature becoming apparent from it):
The base domain is the in nitary Herbrand domain [GLMP91, MR92] IHCS
determined by CS 3 together with an added ? element, i.e., the set of all nite
or in nite, totally or partially de ned trees, built with aid of CS [ f?g. The
ordering is de ned by stating that ? is the bottom element and constructors in
CS are monotonous in all their arguments. The nite and total (in the sense
of domain theory) elements are the nite and totally de ned (with no ? in the
leaves) trees.
Among the primitive functions we have the constructors in CS, interpreted
as free non strict functions. Among the primitive predicates we have == (strict
equality) and === ( inconsistency in IHCS ), de ned as
(t1 == t2) = true i t1 ; t2 are equal, nite and total.
(t1 === t2) = true if t1; t2 have di erent constructors at the same position.
It can be proved that == is the maximal continuous approximation to `true'
equality = in IHCS 4 . The same happens with === with respect to 6= (the
logical negation of =). We remark that === is not the logical negation of ==.
As SFL6= -rules have linear patterns in their heads, we must also get unication of an expression e and a pattern t by means of primitive operations.
We cannot use e == t for this purpose, because this would preclude any successful uni cation when e denotes an in nite tree, destroying the laziness of the
language. What we need is indeed e = t, facing at the problem that = is not
continuous. We remark at this point that uni cation e = t plays two roles: imposing conditions on the `shape' of e, and accessing to its components (through
the variables in t, possibly used in the rhs of the rule). These two aspects can
be expressed by introducing new continuous primitive operations:
{ Recognizer predicates isc , for each c 2 CS: isc (t) = true if t = c(t1; : : :; tn)
(? otherwise)
{ Selector functions ck, for each c 2 CS n; 1  k  n: ck (t) = tk if
t = c(t1 ; : : :; tn) (? otherwise)
Rules with patterns can be now considered as a complex syntactic sugar for
CFLP-rules using recognizers and selectors 5. It is not dicult to formalize the
`unsugaring', which we explain here with an example.
For the rule (mb3 ) of the example in Sec. 2 we would have
member(X; L) = member(X; Y s) ( L = [Y j Y s]; X === Y:
3 We assume at least one non nullary constructor in CS ; otherwise IH
CS is a nite
domain, for which our later developments would not serve.
Equality = in IHCS is not continuous (and hence not computable), since ? = ?
and monotonicity would imply t = s for all trees t; s 2 IHCS .
5
The linearity condition for patterns is essential for this. Uni cation (understood as
`true' equality) with non linear patterns is not continuous.
4

when expressing uni cation by means of =-equations, and
member(X; L) = member(X; [:j:]2(L)) ( is[ ] (L); X === [:j:]1(L):
when using `pure' CFLP-syntax.
For the rest of the paper, we restrict our attention to CFLP(IHCS )programs obtained by unsugaring rules with patterns, and to initial SFL6= -goals
consisting of a system of strict equations and disequalities (which are also valid
CFLP-goals). Furthermore, although recognizers and selectors have been introduced in order to realize SFL6= as an instance of CFLP(X), we will prefer to
formulate the operational semantics in terms of the intermediate level of translation, where uni cation is expressed through equality =, hence avoiding the
explicit use of isc and ck primitives. As a consequence, primitive expressions
occurring during computations are all constructor terms.
We propose next a constraint solver for our language, which can be proved
[Lo94] to ful l the conditions required in the previous section, for the class
of goals reachable by ;ncs steps. Therefore, its combination with constrained
narrowing results on a complete operational semantics for our language.

4.1 Rules for constraint solving

In the following rules t; ti are terms 2 TF (V ), and e; ei; li ; ri are expressions

2 TF [ (V ).
{ Rules for =

=1 ) c(e1 ; : : :; en) = c(t1 ; : : :; tn); ' ; e1 = t1 ; : : :; en = tn ; '
if c 2 CS n
=2 ) c(e1 ; : : :; en) = d(t1; : : :; tm ); ' ; FAIL
if c 6 d.
=3 ) X = t; ' ; X = t; '
if t is not a variable, X occurs in ',   fX=tg.
=4 ) e = X; ' ; '
where   fX=eg:
These constitute a set of rules for lazy (rule =4 ) occur-check free (rules =3
and =4 ) uni cation. Remark that, due to the conditions imposed on program
rules, only linear terms may appear in the right hand side of =-equations.
{ Rules for ==
==1 ) c(l1 ; : : :; ln ) == c(r1; : : :; rn); ' ; l1 == r1; : : :; ln == rn; '
if c 2 CS n .
==2 ) c(l1 ; : : :; ln ) == d(r1; : : :; rm ); ' ; FAIL
if c 6 d.
==3 ) Unif; X == e; ' ; Unif; X == sk(e); (U1 == e1 ; : : :; Uk == ek ; ')
if X occurs in e; ', X not occurs in j e j,   fX=sk(e)g.
Unif is the set of equations =.
sk(e) is the result of replacing all the outermost non primitive
subexpressions e1 ; : : :; ek of e by fresh variables U1 ; : : :; Uk .

This is an improved `Imitate' rule which performs the binding X=e if e is
a primitive term. Otherwise, it performs a partial binding for X. To leave
Unif una ected by substitutions coming from strict disequalities is required
for maintaining uni cation free of occur-check, hence making possible don't
care selection of ;cs-steps. If for practical purposes substitutions are globally applied, a restriction on the ordering of ;cs-steps must be imposed:
=-equations coming from a program rule in a narrowing step must be completely solved before rule ==3 could be applied to strict equations of the
same program rule. This will be done so in the speci cation of the next
section.
==4 ) X == e; ' ; FAIL
if X 6 e, X occurs in j e j.
==5 ) e == X; ' ; X == e; '
if e is not a variable.

{ Rules for ===
=== 1) c(l1 ; : : :; ln) === c(r1 ; : : :; rn); ' ; li ===ri ; '
if c 2 CS n ; 1  i  n.
=== 2) c(l1 ; : : :; ln) === d(r1; : : :; rm ); ' ; '
if c 6 d.
=== 3) X ===X; ' ; FAIL
=== 4) e === X; ' ; X === e; '
if e is not a variable.
=== 5) X ===c(e1 ; : : :; en ); ' ; X = d(U1 ; : : :; Um ); '
if c(e1 ; : : :; en) is not a term, c 6= d , U1; : : :; Um new variables.
=== 6) X ===c(e1 ; : : :; en ); ' ; X = c(U1 ; : : :; Un); Ui ===ei ; '
if c(e1 ; : : :; en) is not a term, U1 ; : : :; Um new variables, 1  i  n.
The last two rules are needed for ensuring the laziness condition of ;cs.
Notice that the information given by solved equations of the form X = t is
di erent to the case X == t. The rst accepts as solutions nite or in nite, total
or partial values of X, whereas the second only admits nite and total solutions.
Also, equations X == X are not trivially satis able since they express that X
must be nite and total. Something similar happens with disequations X === t,
where X occurs in t, because some in nite trees do not satisfy that disequation.
Nevertheless, if we restrict our interest only to nite and total solutions, we can
ignore the di erence among X = t and X == t (and treat both as substitutions)
and remove equations X == X or disequations X ===t, with X occurring in
t. This does not a ect the lazy nature of the language, and will be done in our
implementation, because successful terminating computations involving in nite
values are possible.

5 An executable Prolog speci cation for lazy narrowing
with disequalities
In this section we describe an executable Prolog speci cation for lazy narrowing
with disequalities. The speci cation is presented as a compilation to Prolog which
converts any given SFL6= program P, into a set of clauses PTC(P). The PTC
translation can be chosen to realize di erent strategies for lazy constrained narrowing. This approach extends previous work for lazy narrowing [LLR93], where
the reader may nd more details on lazy strategies.
The set of clauses PTC(P) which speci es lazy narrowing with disequalities
depends on the sets CS, and the set of rules which de ne a SFL6= program P.
The variables and expressions of the language are represented as Prolog variables
and terms respectively. However, at runtime disequalities generate constrained
variables, whose representation is a little more complex, in order to be able to
keep their constraints. In order to abstract from the representation details, we
postpone them until section 5.3 and we develop our speci cation using the following auxiliary predicates, whose concrete de nitions depend on the representation
of variables.
{ is var (E): checks if E is a variable with or without constraints.
{ is c apply (E; c(E1; : : :; En n)): succeeds if E represents an expression
c(e1 ; : : :; en) for c 2 CS and Ei represents ei for each i 2 f1; : : :; ng.
{ is f apply (E; f(E1 ; : : :; En)): succeeds if E represents an expression
f(e1 ; : : :; en) for f 2 n and Ei represents ei for each i 2 f1; : : :; ng.
{ same var (X; Y ): determines if X,Y represent the same variable.
{ constrained to be di erent (X; Y ): checks if X,Y represent variables RX,
RY respectively, such that RX === RY is one of the constraints of RX
and vice versa.
{ constraints (X; C): returns in C the constraints of X in such a way that if X
is a constraint free variable C satis es the predicate is empty (C).
{ add constraints (C; X): adds to X the constraints given in C.
{ add term as const (T; X): adds to X the constraint X === T .
{ bind (X; T ): binds the variable X to T. The e ect of such binding is global,
that is, a ects to all the occurrences of the variable X.
The set of clauses PTC(P) executed under Prolog, computes the same solutions that lazy narrowing with disequalities applied to P. Note that the substitutions computed by narrowing are subsumed by Prolog uni cation.

5.1 Solving a goal with incremental occur check

We rst specify how a constraint consisting of strict equations and disequations
is solved. The constraint solver solve is de ned by the following clauses:
solve((Cond; Rest)) : solve(Cond); solve(Rest):
solve(L == R)
: equal(L; R):
solve(L === R)
: not equal(L; R):

The speci cation of equality is an optimized version of the given one in
[LLR93] for SFL, but now an equation X == Y between variables is not resoluble if the variables are constrained to be di erent. In other case, X is bound
to Y after adding the constraints of X to Y .
equal (L; R) : hnf (L; HL); hnf (R; HR); eq hnf (HL;HR):
eq hnf (X; H ) : is var (X ); !; eq var (X;H ):
eq hnf (H; X ) : is var (X ); !; eq var (X;H ):
eq hnf (L; R) : is c apply (L; c(L1 ; : : : ; Ln )); is c apply (R; c(R1 ; : : : ; Rn ));
equal (L1 ; R1 ); : : : ; equal (Ln ; Rn ): % for each c 2 CS n (n  0)
eq var (X;Y ) : is var (Y ); same var (X; Y ); !:
eq var (X;Y ) : is var (Y ); !; not constrained to be di erent(X; Y );
constraints(X;C ); add constraints(C; Y ); bind (X;Y ):
eq var (X;E ) : is c apply (E; c(E1 ; : : : ; En )); occursnot(X;E; ShE; Con);
unify(X; ShE ); cont eq var (Con): % for each c 2 CS n (n  0)
occursnot(X; Y; Y; L=L)

: is var (Y ); !; not same var (X;Y ):
% the skeleton of Y is Y.
occursnot(X; E; c(Sk1 ; : : : ; Skn ); L0 =Ln ) : is c apply (E; c(E1 ; : : : ; En )); !;
occursnot(X; E1 ; Sk1 ; L0 =L1 ); : : : ;
occursnot(X; En ; Skn ; Ln 1 =Ln ):
% The skeleton of E is c(sk (E1 ); : : : ; sk (En )), for each c 2 CS n (n  0)
occursnot(X; E; U; [U == E jL]=L):
% The skeleton of E is a new variable

cont eq var ([]=[])
: !:
cont eq var ([E1 == E2 jL1 ]=L2 ) : equal (E1 ; E2 ); cont eq var (L1 =L2 ):

The predicate occursnot(X; E; Sk; Con) simultaneously checks that X does
not occur in the skeleton of E, builds the skeleton of E in Sk and collects in
Con the constraints which are still to be solved.
Disequations are solved by:
not equal (L; R) : hnf (L; HL); hnf (R; HR); neq hnf (HL;HR):
neq hnf (X;Y ) : is var (X ); !; neq var (X;Y ):
neq hnf (X;Y ) : is var (Y ); !; neq var (Y; X ):
neq hnf (L; R) : is c apply (L; c(L1 ; : : : ; Ln )); is c apply(R; d(R1 ; : : : ; Rm )):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0) and d 2 CS m (m  0), c 6= d
neq hnf (L; R) : is c apply (L; c(L1 ; : : : ; Ln )); is c apply(R; c(R1 ; : : : ; Rn ));
(not equal (L1 ; R1 ) ; : : : ; not equal (Ln ; Rn )):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0)
neq var (X; Y ) : is var (Y ); !; not same var (X;Y );
add term as const (Y; X ); add term as const(X; Y ):
neq var (X; E ) : is term (E ); !; add term as constraint(E; X ):
neq var (X; E ) : is c apply(E; c(E1 ; : : : ; En )); unify (X; d(U1 ; : : : ; Um )):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0) and d 2 CS m (m  0), c 6= d
neq var (X; E ) : is c apply(E; c(E1 ; : : : ; En )); unify (X; c(U1 ; : : : ; Un ));
not equal (X;E ): % for each c 2 CS n (n > 0)

is term (X ) : is var (X ); !:
is term (T ) : is c apply(T; c(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )); is term (T1 ); : : : ; is term (Tn ):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0)

The speci cation of === establishes that a disequality X ===Y is not solvable if X and Y are the same variable. In other case, the constraint X ===Y
must be added to both variables. On the other side, all the constraints added to
variables are nite and total terms. So, for X ===e where e is not such a term,
a partial binding is guessed to unify e with X, solving the disequality lazily.

5.2 Rule application and computation of head normal forms
The predicate hnf(E; H) returns in H one of the possible head normal forms
of the expression E, resulting of narrowing E. The following speci cation of hnf
is analogous to that given for the `nave strategy' for SFL in [LLR93] 6. To
compute the head normal form of f(E1 ; : : :; En) a call to the predicate #f is
performed. There is an (n + 1) ary predicate #f for each n ary function f
in the program.
hnf (E; H ) : is var (E ); !; H = E:
hnf (E; H ) : is c apply(E; c(E1 ; : : : ; En )); !;H = c(E1 ; : : : ; En ):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0)
hnf (E; H ) : is f apply(E; f (E1 ; : : : ; En )); !; #f (E1 ; : : : ; En ; H ):
% for each f 2 n (n  0)

#f (E1 ; : : : ; En ; H ) : unify (E1 ; t1 ); : : : ; unify(En ; tn ); solve(b); hnf (e;H ):
% for each de ning rule f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = e (= b in P

The predicate unify (E; T ), uni es the expression E and the linear term T , reducing E by lazy narrowing as much as demanded by the constructors occurring
in T . Note that the rst clause for unify hnf establishes that to unify a variable
X with constraints X === t1 ; : : :; X === tn and a term t, rst the constrained
variable X is bound to the term t, and afterwards the new generated constraints
t ===t1 ; : : :; t ===tn must be solved.
unify(E; T ) : var (T ); !; T = E:
unify(E; T ) : hnf (E; H ); unify hnf (H;T ):
unify hnf (E; T )

: is var (E ); !; bind (E; T );
constraints(E; C ); propagate(T; C ):
unify hnf (E; c(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )) : is c apply (E; c(E1 : : : ; En ));
unify(E1 ; T1 ); : : : ; unify(En ; Tn ):
% for each c 2 CS n (n  0)

propagate(T; C ) : is empty (C ):
propagate(T; C ) : select (S; C; Rest); solve(T === S ); propagate(T; Rest):
% selec(S; C; Rest) returns in S a constraint of C and the rest of them in Rest
6

An speci cation of the `demand driven strategy' given in [LLR93] is also possible.

5.3 Representation of the computation expressions

An important point in our speci cation for lazy narrowing with disequalities is
the Prolog representation of the constrained variables. Such representation must
be accurated to be able to de ne the auxiliary predicates pending of speci cation.
The constraint free variables do not present any problem, as they can be
represented as Prolog variables. However, for a constrained variable X, it seems
natural to use a representation as a Prolog term neq(RX,C) where: RX is a
Prolog variable which will possibly hold instances of the variable X in future
computations; and C will keep the constraints for X. C can be represented as a
Prolog list [t1; : : :; tn], where t1; : : :; tn are the constraints for X.
Let us discuss the e ect of the predicates bind and add term as const when
acting on constrained variables under this representation. To bind a constrained
variable X represented by a Prolog term neq(RX; C), the Prolog variable RX
would be instantiated. Hence, sometimes it will be necessary to dereference the
Prolog term neq(RX; C). To add a constraint X ===t to a constrained variable X represented by neq(RX; C), RX could also be instantiated to the term
neq(RZ; [tjC]), but again it would be needed to dereference this expression to
access to the real value of the Prolog term. Instead of that, we use a partial
list of the form [t1; : : :; tkjR] (R variable) to represent the list of constraints of
the variables. In this way, to add X === t to neq(RX; C) we can instantiate C
instead of RX, avoiding dereferenciation.
Following this representation for variables, the speci cation for the auxiliary
predicates is straightforward and due to lack of space it is omitted but can be
found in [Lo94].
Let us note that according to our speci cation, disequality X ===Y between
di erent variables is solved by adding the constraint X === Y to both variables,
producing circular references from our representation of constrained variables.
For instance, if we consider the simplest case in which both variables are constraint free, then the following Prolog uni cation problem comes up:
X = neq(RX; [Y jLX]); Y = neq(RY; [X jLY ])
Prolog solves this problem by producing cyclic terms. We propose to exploit
the lack of \occur check" in most Prolog systems by accepting the cyclic terms as
a part of our representation. In the context of our speci cation, it is guaranteed
that the arising cyclic structures are harmless for the computation. From another
point of view, it may be argued that we are using a subset of Prolog II, supported
by Prolog.
Although for the particular disequality X ===Y , this problem could be
avoided by adding the constraint only to one of both variables, this is not true
in general.

6 Implementation issues

The given Prolog speci cation can be viewed as an executable Prolog program,
but for an ecient implementation, several optimizations are required. The currently existing developed environment has been implemented to support sharing

-following a technique introduced by Cheong [Ch90]- and the two lazy strategies from [LLR93], extended to SFL6= . Moreover, we have incorporated several
optimizations which improve the eciency in solving goals.
The environment has been implemented in BimProlog, and can be executed
on a SPARC Station 1+ under SUNOS 4.1.1 or higher. The environment works
as a translator of SFL6= programs into Prolog, following one of the mentioned
lazy strategies.
To illustrate the performance of our system we use the SFL6= program presented in section 2. The results have been computed under the nave strategy.
The table 1 shows the number of computed solutions for the corresponding goals,
and the time consumed to obtain them, including the needed time to detect that
a goal has no more solutions. Time is measured in seconds.
The goals -which are scheme goals over the parameter N- and some of their
computed answers are the following:

{ G1: size [A1; : : :; AN] == S. Answers:
fS == s(0); A1 == A2 == : : : == AN g,
fS == s2 (0); A1 ===A2; A2 == : : : == AN g, and so on.
{ G2: size [A1; : : :; AN] === size [B1; : : :; BN]. Answers:
fA1 == A2 == : : : == AN; B1 === B2; B2 == : : : == BN g,
fA1 == A2 == : : : == AN; B1 === B2; B1 === B3; B2 ===B3;
B3 == : : : == BN g, and so on.
{ G3: size [1; : : :; M] == S asks the size of a list of di erent numbers 1 : : :M,
where M = N  10. Answer: fS == sM (0)g.
N
3
5
7
10
Goal Time N. sols Time N. sols Time N. sols Time N. sols
G1 0.05 5 0.70 52 15.31 877 2590 115975
G2 0.22 14 32.20 1704 11442 505408 G3 0.34 1 0.84 1 1.59 1 3.09 1

Table 1. Performance results

7 Conclusions and related work
We have presented an extension of a lazy functional logic language which allows for the use of disequations both in programs and answers, thus increasing
substantially the expressivity. The language has well-founded semantics, derived
from general results about the CFLP(X) scheme from which it is an instance,
Also an implementation, based on a Prolog speci cation, is reported.
Our language di ers from those designed as CLP(X)-instances where some
term (tree) algebra is chosen as underlying domain and the constraint language
uses = and 6= for primitive atomic constraints (see f.i. [Sm91, DR93] ). Firstly,
in most of the cases the underlying universe consists only of nite trees (classes

of nite trees, if a quotient algebra). Secondly, in all these CLP-languages = is
interpreted as true equality, and 6= as true disequality, i.e. the logical negation
of =, while in SFL6= we are enforced, because of the lazy functional component
of the language, to work with approximations ==; === of =; 6= (coinciding
with them for nite and totally de ned trees). This makes the di erence, at the
constraint system level, between our language and Prolog II, whose universe also
has (rational) in nite trees 7 . As a consequence, at the programming level, the
way of de ning in nite trees di ers greatly in both languages: In Prolog II we
can `de ne' an in nite tree by means of constraints, eg. X=s(X), while the strict
equation X == s(X) in SFL6= would fail. As a counterpart, we can de ne in
SFL6= a constant function f as f = s(f) denoting the same in nite tree (and also
non rational trees can be de ned). This is not possible in Prolog II, of course,
since the possibility of de ning functions is not allowed. Furthermore, as argued
in [Lo92, Lo94], a reasonable functional extension of Prolog II would leave the
above function f as unde ned.
Our work is mostly related to [KLMR92], where an abstract machine is
proposed for implementing a similar language, but there are signi cant departure points. First, in [KLMR92] programs are restricted to be uniform programs
[MKLR90], and both the operational semantics and the design of the abstract
machine rely upon this assumption. Although every program can be converted
into an equivalent, uniform one (cfr. [MKLR90]), this is an unnecessary restriction. Most importantly,no completeness result is given in [KLMR92] with respect
to any suitable declarative semantics. Finally, it seems to us that our Prolog speci cation is a simpler way to obtain an implementation than the abstract machine
approach of [KLMR92], for which we do not know any implementation. To implement the language on top of an ecient Prolog system results in acceptable
performance, while discharging the implementor of many hard tasks. We think
also that future improvements would be easier using Prolog as target language.
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